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a b s t r a c t 

User authentication is becoming crucial in the accelerating Internet of Things (IoT) environment. With 

IoT several applications and services have been emerging in the areas such as, surveillance, healthcare, 

security, etc. The services offered can be accessed through smart device applications by the user from 

anywhere, anytime and anyplace. This makes security and privacy critical to IoT. Moreover, security is 

paramount in IoT, to enable secure access to the services; multi-factor based authentication can provide 

high security. In this paper, a lightweight biometric based remote user authentication and key agreement 

scheme for secure access to IoT services has been proposed. The protocol makes use of lightweight hash 

operations and XOR operation. The security analysis proves that it is robust against multiple security at- 

tacks. The formal verification is performed using AVISPA tool, which confirms its security in the presence 

of a possible intruder. 

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

IoT envisions a future networking paradigm and service in-

rastructure in which spatially distributed physical objects will be

idespread deployed to form information networks to facilitate

dvanced and intelligent services. This network of physical objects

ill include sensors, actuators, RFID tags or mobile devices, pos-

essing the capability to sense, monitor and collect data about the

ser environment [1] . Using data collected by the devices, intelli-

ent and ubiquitous services can be facilitated for the users such as

urveillance, health care, security, traffic management, etc. IoT ser-

ices enable interactions of the devices with the real world. Due

o above scenarios, several applications for smart devices are being

eveloped to access services offered by IoT networks. By combining

oT networks with smart devices, numerous suitable IoT services

an be provided to users. For example, Lockitron can lock and un-

ock doors through Smartphone [2] . Likewise, most of the IoT ser-

ices can be monitored and controlled through smart device ap-

lications. However, this brings with it adverse underlying effects

uch as invasion of privacy and information leakage. Moreover, due

o the large number of applications in smart devices, these devices

ften store vital personal information about the user. As a result,

ttackers are expanding the scope of their attacks beyond the ex-

sting Internet environment into smart devices so as to extract the

tored user information [3-6] . Furthermore, IoT services that are
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unning in the background, track location based information about

he user about which he/she may or may not be aware of. Such

ackground applications might cause serious privacy issues in case

f the user forgets to terminate them. On the other hand, some

oT services might record personal information about the user in

he background, for example; the patient health monitoring ser-

ice might track critical health factors without notifying its user.

his, in turn, leads to several security problems to sensed data ex-

hanged by things such as confidentiality, authenticity and integrity

7,8] . 

Fig. 1 shows the IoT environment, how remote users can ac-

ess the different nodes of an IoT network through smart device

pplications. Remote users can access IoT services through smart

evice applications in order to connect to any node or sensing ele-

ent in an unattended IoT environment. Once connected, the user

an access desired information from specific nodes. This makes

emote user authentication very crucial in IoT networks so that

nly legitimate users can access IoT nodes while using any ser-

ice on his/her smart device [9,10] . Because nodes or sensors in IoT

etworks are resource constrained in terms of processing power,

emory requirements, etc., adding resourceful gateway nodes that

an support the constrained nodes or sensors, can provide quick

n-demand delivery of data or information and take care of most

f the processing. 

Authentication has three different factors that symbolize user’s

dentity, namely, something user has (ownership factor, e.g., smart

ards, smart phones, tokens, etc.), something user knows (knowl-

dge factor, e.g., passwords) and something user is (inherence factor
trics based remote user authentication scheme for IoT services, 
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Fig. 1. Relationship between nodes and IoT. 
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.g., fingerprint, iris scan, etc.) [11,13–16] . Traditional user authenti-

ation schemes are predominantly based on knowledge factor such

s passwords. However, the last few years have witnessed that the

ingle Factor Authentication (SFA) approaches based on passwords

lone are easy to breach and hence insufficient to guarantee secu-

ity. Therefore, incorporating a second factor based on user’s per-

onal biometric traits can enable development of a stronger au-

hentication scheme. Also, for user’s ease and many security im-

lications researchers have proposed several smart card based au-

hentication protocols using biometric to provide increased secu-

ity [17–19] . Adding biometrics offer several advantages such as

ard to forge or distribute, cannot be lost or forgotten, difficult to

opy, etc. Biometrics offers a scalable factor for strong user authen-

ication that many organizations can use to keep them, and their

sers safe. Also, the speed with which “things” are getting con-

ected to the Internet makes multi-factor authentication a viable

olution for ensuring the security and privacy in IoT networks. 

Kuo et al. [12] pointed following five characteristics of Biomet-

ics: 

• Universal : Biometrics is a universal trait possessed by every in-

dividual. 

• Distinctive : Each individual possess distinct biometric features. 

• Persistent : Biometric features never vary over time. 

• Collectable : Biometric features can be measured or acquired

easily using available devices, such as, fingerprint recognizer,

etc. 

• Unique : Biometric features are distinctive to each individual. 

Several key requirements for developing an effective remote

ser authentication scheme for IoT networks include: 

• Lightweight security solution : The nodes in the IoT networks

are resource constrained in terms of processing power, battery

backup, memory, speed, etc. Hence, a lightweight security solu-

tion is needed. 

• Key agreement : A secure shared session key needs to be estab-

lished between sensor nodes and the user outside the IoT net-

work. 

• Mutual authentication : For a secure authentication scheme both

the communication parties need to be sure of the legitimacy of

each other. 

• Multi-factor authentication : Single factor schemes based only on

passwords are easier to break, therefore, adding a second factor

based on personal biometric can increase the security of the

scheme. 

The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives

n overview of the related work. Section 3 presents IoT security
Please cite this article as: P.K. Dhillon, S. Kalra, A lightweight biome
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ssues for better understanding of the topic. The proposed protocol,

ulti-factor biometric based mutual authentication and key agree-

ent scheme for secure access of IoT services between the users

nd nodes is presented in Section 4 , which is followed by the secu-

ity and performance evaluation in Section 5 . Section 6 concludes

he paper. 

. Related work 

.1. IoT security protocols 

Several studies and surveys have been conducted by several re-

earchers relevant to the security in the IoT. Atzori et al. [3] per-

ormed a study on authentication, data integrity and privacy issues

n the IoT, mostly in RFID systems and sensor networks. An ARM

ompliant framework for handling security and privacy in IoT-

nabled smart buildings has been proposed by Hernández-Ramos

t al. [6] . In order to achieve a high level of security in smart build-

ngs, the authors have presented authentication and authorization

echanisms to access offered services. Gigli and Koo in [11] cat-

gorized IoT services on the basis of application of service into

our types viz. Identity-Related Services, Information Aggregation

ervices, Collaborative-Aware Services and Ubiquitous Services. Li

nd Zhou [21] have presented various security issues for IoT. They

ave proposed a security architecture in which IoT security is an-

lyzed from three dimensions, i.e., the security services, network

ayer and security domain. In [22] , Ma et al. has discussed three

ain goals of IoT. Based on these goals he presented main chal-

enges and key scientific problems that occur during IoT deploy-

ent. Thoma et al. in [23] performed a survey on usage for differ-

nt IoT services and IoT service oriented architecture. In the sur-

ey they found the lack of a rational definition and categorized of

oT services, and presented a formal definition of IoT services and

lso gave a classification of IoT services on how a physical entity

elates to its life cycle. Singh et al. [24] discussed different inter-

et applications, services and also, proposed a model for IoT using

he Semantic Fusion Model. In the proposed architecture, the au-

hors introduced how smart semantic framework can help gather-

ng information from sensor networks and encapsulating it for fur-

her processing. Zanella et al. [25] discussed a reference framework

or urban IoT and presented a survey of technologies and protocols

ecessary for acceptance of urban IoT by local governments. Weber

t al. [26] has highlighted the privacy risks associated with the use

nd access of data in IoT. They also suggested key elements that

ust be considered while formulating new rules and regulatory

olicies for ensuring security and privacy of data. A survey of sev-

ral already existing IP-based Internet security protocols in wire-

ess sensor networks that are suitable for use in IoT environments

ave been conducted by Nguyen et al. [27] . Ren et al. [28] stud-

ed several lightweight and attack-resistant security solutions for

SNs and IoT. These protocols have been analyzed to identify var-

ous IoT security requirements and challenges. They also classified

he studied protocols based on the key bootstrapping approach.

ang et al. [29] conducted a thorough survey of different security

nd privacy issues of wireless sensor networks, which are relevant

o IoT scenarios. The study identifies different constraints and re-

uirements against IoT networks at different layers. They also pro-

osed key management systems in WSN using cryptographic prim-

tives. Kumar and Patel [30] gave a general description of diverse

ecurity threats and privacy issues encountered during processing,

torage and transmission of data and information. 

All these studies and surveys generally focus on identification

f several challenges in IoT security and different security threats

resent in the IoT environments. However, since the advent of the

oT, researchers have proposed several solutions and protocols for

andling security and privacy in IoT environments. 
trics based remote user authentication scheme for IoT services, 
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.2. User authentication protocols 

Numerous biometrics based remote user authentication 

chemes have been proposed for providing secure network

ccess. Most of the schemes concentrate on the establishing a

ryptographic key between the user and the base station or the

ateway node. 

Lee et al. [17] presented a multi-factor authentication scheme

ased on smart-card and fingerprint. The scheme required no pass-

ord table searches to authenticate registered users. However, the

ryptanalysis performed in [18–20] suggests that the scheme is

ulnerable to conspiring attacks and masquerade attacks. Lin and

ai [19] proposed an improved version of the protocol scheme

iven by Lee et al. [17] to make the protocol secure to masquerade

ttacks, however, Khan and Zhang in [20] performed a cryptanaly-

is and found that the scheme does not provide mutual authenti-

ation and is also susceptible to server spoofing attacks. Chen et

l. [31] proposed a highly secure two-factor user authentication

nd session key establishment scheme for Wireless Sensor Net-

orks (WSN). They also studied main attacks and security needs

f two-factor authentication. The proposed scheme is also resistant

o stolen smart-card attack. Das and Goswami in [32] reviewed

he security of An’s scheme [33] and proposed a robust anony-

ous biometric-based remote user authentication scheme using 

mart cards. They conducted informal and formal security analy-

is to prove the security of the proposed scheme against all pos-

ible known attacks including the attacks found in An’s scheme

33] . A systematic approach based on three factors - password,

mart-card and biometrics for authenticating clients has been pro-

osed by Huang et al. [34] . Kothmayr et al. [35] proposed two-

ay security architecture for the IoT. Authentication is carried

ut during a fully authenticated Datagram Transport Layer Secu-

ity handshake. The proposed architecture offers message integrity,

onfidentiality and authenticity with reasonable energy, end-to- 

nd latency and memory overhead. However, the proposed scheme

as the drawback that the proposed architecture only supports

T, DTCT, SSR, and PP partially. Li et al. [37] reviewed Xue et al.

46] biometric-based remote user authentication protocol and pro-

osed an improvement of Das’s user authentication scheme. The

roposed scheme uses only hash function and the XOR opera-

ion. The proposed multi-factor scheme offers mutual authentica-

ion and uses biometric, password as well as random nonces gen-

rated by the user and server. A biometric and smart card based

emote user authentication scheme with a relatively lower com-

utational cost has been proposed by Li et al. [36] . The multi-

actor scheme uses one-way hash function, biometric verification

nd smart cards. Liao and Hsiao [38] , the authors proposed an

CC-based mutual authentication, RFID scheme integrated with ID-

erifier transfer protocol. The proposed scheme satisfies confiden-

iality, anonymity, forward secrecy and scalability. Ndibanje et al.

39] reviewed Jing et al.’s [40] authentication scheme for inter-

et and their analysis showed that Jing et al.’s [40] protocol has

 high cost during message exchange and the protocol lacks secu-

ity. They proposed improvements to Jing et al.’s protocol to elim-

nate the weaknesses found. Their protocol offers user anonymity,

utual authentication, and secure session key establishment. The

erformance and security analysis showed resistant against pop-

lar attacks and the proposed protocol achieves better efficiency

t low communication cost. Saied et al. [41] reviewed existing key

stablishment protocols, and assessed their applicability to the IoT

aradigm. They also proposed lightweight collaborative key estab-

ishment scheme for the Internet of Things. De et al. [42] investi-

ated the application of elliptic curve cryptography on constrained

evices and performed a cost comparison between two key estab-

ishment schemes ECDH– ECDSA and Kerberos. They conclude that

erberos is 95 times less costly than ECDH–ECDSA on a MICAz
Please cite this article as: P.K. Dhillon, S. Kalra, A lightweight biome
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ensing platform. Turkanovic et al. [43] proposed a user authenti-

ation and key agreement scheme for heterogeneous ad hoc wire-

ess sensor networks. Their scheme allows remote users to securely

hare a secret session key to sensor node. Yao et al. [44] pro-

osed an electrocardiogram-signal-based key establishment proto- 

ol to secure the communication between every sensor and the

ontrol unit. The uniqueness of ECG provides long, random, dis-

inctive and temporal variant keys. They have applied biometric

ncryption technique to achieve the mutual authentication and de-

ive a non-linkable session key between every sensor and the con-

rol unit. The correctness of the proposed key establishment pro-

ocol is formally verified based on SVO logic. The protocol provides

ata confidentiality, authenticity and integrity. He et al. [45] and

ue et al. [46] the authors presented a user authentication and key

greement schemes for WSN. The protocol allows a remote user to

ffectively and securely connect to the nodes of a WSN. Hummen

t al. [52] conducted evaluation of the public-key cryptography on

he certificate-based DTLS handshake and identified the different

emory (RAM and ROM) requirements. They established a testbed

nd conducted the analysis of memory requirements. 

The security requirements for connected embedded devices in

oT are different due to the restricted memory, limited processing

ower, small memory and low computing speed. By using the pro-

essing power of cloud computing servers, even the most secure

uthentication scheme can be hacked. Hackers can read, intercept,

odify or remove communication messages. 

. Security in IoT environment 

IoT is on the threshold of transforming the existing Internet into

 fully integrated Future Internet (FI), fuelled by the presence of

evices enabled by open wireless technologies such as Bluetooth,

adio frequency identification (RFID), Wi-Fi as well as embedded

ensors and actuator nodes [4] . IoT brings new challenges in cryp-

ographic security, credentialing and identity management. The ex-

sting cryptographic techniques require improvements for applica- 

ility in IoT. Credentialing also poses significant challenges in the

urrent Internet and these challenges will expand with the in-

reasing number of smart devices [6] . As the number of connected

hings increases, the risk of vulnerabilities and data breaches also

ncreases because connecting tens of billions of devices quickly es-

alates the prospective attack surface for attackers. This has led se-

urity and data privacy to take center stage in IoT environments.

he IoT is built on different technologies, including power manage-

ent, devices, sensors and microprocessors. Therefore, the perfor-

ance and security requirements will differ a great deal from one

pplication to another. Existing security strategies are not sufficient

nough to guarantee the basic security level in the IoT devices

ue to the resource constrained nature of IoT devices. In case of

achine-to-machine communications, smaller embedded devices 

ossess no capabilities to maintain certificates. This makes secur-

ng the IoT environment more challenging. Security mechanisms

evised for IoT environments must provide users with a high level

f protection, and at the same time they must not be difficult to

mplement in small resource constrained embedded devices in IoT

etworks [7] . 

One of the most difficult and crucial aspect of any cryptographic

ecurity protocol is key management. Although several Internet

rotocols have been deployed with manual keys or pre-shared

eys, the manual configuration of session keys in IoT devices is dif-

cult. Moreover, due to the large number of devices having limited

ser interfaces, it becomes difficult to deploy meaningful security

nformation using manual configuration. Even if the devices can

e manually keyed on initial deployment, automated re-key after

eployment is necessary. Hence, automated key management has
trics based remote user authentication scheme for IoT services, 
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Fig. 2. Authentication model of proposed user authentication scheme. 
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lways been a challenge, but it becomes more crucial in IoT net-

orks. 

.1. Network scenario 

Based on the application areas, the assumed network scenario

or the proposed user authentication scheme is shown in Fig. 2 ,

here users can communicate with different nodes in IoT environ-

ent, in order to obtain desired information or service. Xue et al.

46] gave five basic authentication models for Wireless Sensor Net-

orks (WSNs). In out of the five models except for one, the user

rst contacts the gateway node to initiate the key agreement pro-

ess. For our proposed scheme, we have selected the fifth model

o fit into the notion of IoT networks. It becomes crucial in IoT

etworks to decrease the transmission and communication costs

ecause the nodes in IoT are constrained in resources. Once the

ser and the nodes successfully authenticate each other the com-

unication can start, without requiring the need to first connect to

ateway node, thereby ensuring a more straightforward approach.

he proposed network scenario has a user-centric view and con-

ists of several heterogeneous devices ranging from highly con-

trained devices to powerful devices, such as the Cloud in which

he IoT service can reside. The user uses his smart device to access

he IoT service through an application to gain access to IoT devices

hrough internet or cloud server. Each user in the system owns and

ccesses one or more IoT nodes using his/her smart device. 

There are four main components in an IoT network: 

a) The Thing: The “Thing ” can be a sensor node, actuator or an

RFID tag. 

• A sensor node also called a mote is a node in an IoT net-

work which can process, gather sensitive information and

communicate with other connected nodes or users in the

network. 

• An actuator, is a device which responds through a phys-

ical action by converting an electrical control signal into

an action through which an agent acts upon the physical

environment. 

• Radio-Frequency IDentification (RFID) Tags, are tiny elec-

tronic devices having a small chip and an antenna. The

chip can carry 20 0 0 bytes of data approximately. The

RFID device has a unique identity for an object and can

be read by scanning using the RFID reader. 

b) The Local network, which includes a gateway node, which

translates proprietary communication protocols to Internet
Protocol. p  

Please cite this article as: P.K. Dhillon, S. Kalra, A lightweight biome

Journal of Information Security and Applications (2017), http://dx.doi.o
c) The Internet 

d) Back-end services , enterprise data systems, or PCs and mobile

devices. 

Security and privacy in IoT networks are critical, as the nodes

re mostly in unattended environments [27] . Any remote user can

ccess any IoT service from the network. The IoT node and the

ateway node need to be totally assured of the legitimacy of the

ser, since he/she can access nodes data or might send commands

o the nodes. Also, user needs that both the IoT node and gate-

ay node are legitimate; so that the attacker cannot masquerade

s node and transmit wrong data. 

.2. Authentication and session key exchange in IoT 

Authentication lies at the core of any security protocol. It allows

he communicating entities to prove the identity of each other and

xchange session keys. Whenever a user needs to access any de-

ice from the IoT network, the authentication process is initiated

ased on the identity information of the user or the device. The

uthentication process is generally divided into two parts: 

a) Authentication phase: During this phase, the two entities

establish the identity of each other and ensure only the le-

gitimate entity can access the network. 

b) Key establishment phase: During this phase, secure ses-

sion keys are exchanged by the communicating entities.

A session key is a single-use symmetric key used to encrypt

all messages transferred in one communication session. Sim-

ilar to all cryptographic keys, session keys must be com-

puted in a way that they are impossible to guess by an at-

tacker. Whenever any control information needs to be ex-

changed between nodes and/or user it must be done in an

encrypted and secure manner. For that reason, key agree-

ment is needed to generate a secure shared session key to

guarantee the security and privacy of the communication

before any information exchange begins. 

.3. Threat model 

Since the devices in IoT networks are always present in unat-

ended environments, it becomes necessary to consider all the sit-

ations in which devices may be compromised. From the security

trength point of view assumptions of the existence of a stronger

dversary will result in stronger security guarantee, which is a

rerequisite for certain critical applications, such as smart grids,
trics based remote user authentication scheme for IoT services, 
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ealthcare, smart homes. Similar to the Internet, there exist fol-

owing security threats in the IoT networks exists: 

a) Eavesdropping attack: It refers to the process of listening

to an ongoing communication, which is an initial step for

launching the other attacks. Such attacks are easier to per-

form on unprotected wireless channels, because the commu-

nication takes place in an open insecure wireless channel. 

b) Impersonation attack: This attack occurs when an illegal

user pretends to be a legal entity by replaying a genuine

message intercepted from a previous successful communica- 

tion. 

c) Man-in-the-middle attack: This attack occurs when the ad-

versary silently listens to the communication of two legal

parties with the intent to delay, alter or delete messages

exchanged during communication. Such attacks are mostly 

present within the context of Public Key Cryptography (PKC).

In case of PKC, the adversary does not try to break the keys

of the communicating parties, rather it tries to become the

falsely trusted man-in-the-middle. This is achieved by re-

placing the exchanged session key with its own. Thereby

each of the parties establishes a secure channel with the ad-

versary, who gains access to messages in plaintext. 

d) Denial of Service attack: The DoS attack hinders the avail-

ability of a system offering services. During this attack the

illegal entity consumes the resources exhaustively, thereby

making the system unavailable to the legal entities. This at-

tack is generally achieved by launching resource consuming

activities. Such an attack becomes vital for constrained de-

vices in IoT networks, where the resources are already lim-

ited. 

e) Stolen smart device attack: The user’s smart device is a

tamper-resistant device. If the smart device of a user is lost

or stolen, an attacker can retrieve all the sensitive informa-

tion stored in the stolen smart device’s memory using the

power analysis attack. Then, using this retrieved informa-

tion, the attacker can retrieve other secret information of the

communicating parties. 

f) Parallel session attack: In this attack the illegitimate entity

might start multiple parallel runs of the protocol using infor-

mation captured from the initial successful runs of the pro-

tocol. 

g) Password change attack: In this attack, the attacker can try

a series of password change attempts correlated with a suc-

cessful password change. 

h) Gateway node bypassing attack: The illegitimate entity can

bypass the legal gateway node and get connected to an IoT

node without performing the authentication process. 

i) Offline guessing attack: Any illegal entity can acquire pass-

words using a “Brute-force” attack to guess the passwords.

Using offline guessing mode the attacker can steal the pass-

word file or can guess the passwords easily. 

.4. Security requirements 

While designing an authentication protocol several security re-

uirements must be considered which are discussed in this section.

a) Mutual authentication : It refers to a two-way authentica-

tion process wherein both parties involved in a communica-

tion authenticate each other. This is one of the most crucial

requirements for IoT authentication for enabling secure com-

munication. It is required to eliminate spoofing and mimick-

ing attacks. 

b) Confidentiality: This requirement means that the secret in-

formation must be transmitted securely during all communi-

cations between the communicating parties. For that reason,
Please cite this article as: P.K. Dhillon, S. Kalra, A lightweight biome
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the communicating parties must exchange all information in

an encrypted form so as to ensure confidentiality, so that

only they can recognize it. 

c) Anonymity: This requirements enforces that the attacker 

should not be able to get access of the information of a legal

party. If the attacker gets access to the information he/she

can easily get access into the system and even pass the au-

thentication process. 

d) Availability: This requirements enforces the check that the

server or the nodes must be continuously available to the

user to access information or send commands to the nodes,

as and when required. 

e) Forward secrecy: It is necessary the protocol generates ran-

dom public key each session without using a determinis-

tic algorithm. With this requirement the compromise of one

message cannot compromise other messages. 

f) Scalability: This requires that device authentication scheme 

should be scalable enough to dynamically add nodes as and

when required. With IoT the number of devices getting con-

nected will increase with time, hence the computational

workload should not get affected much by this increase.

However, if the computational load increases, it means the

protocol lacks scalability. 

g) Attack resistance: To guarantee secure communication 

within the IoT network, the authentication process should

be secure against several potential attacks, such as replay

attacks, masquerade attacks, spoofing attacks, man-in-the- 

middle attacks, etc. 

. Proposed protocol 

The proposed multi-factor biometric user authentication con- 

ists of four phases: 

Phase 1: User registration phase 

Phase 2: Login phase 

Phase 3: Authentication phase 

Phase 4: Password change phase 

Table 1 summarizes the notations used in the protocol. 

.1. Preliminaries 

In this section, we have discussed one-way hashing and percep-

ual hashing, which are used in the proposed protocol. 

.1.1. One-way hash function 

A one-way hash function also called a message digest takes a

ariable length string as input, and generates a fixed-length n-bits

tring. A hash function can be applied to the fingerprint of a file, a

essage, or other data blocks. The fundamental property of one-

ay hash function is that its output is very sensitive to even a

light change in input. The process is hard to reverse, i.e., given

he hash value and the hash function, it is impossible to find the

nput value. The hash functions produce hash values of 128 bits

nd higher. Table 2 shows various lightweight hashing algorithms

long with power consumption and technology values [51] . 

.1.2. Perceptual hashing 

When using biometrics for user authentication schemes, the

tandard encryption or hashing algorithms cannot be used to en-

rypt the biometric template. This is because biometric data, e.g.,

ngerprint scanning, voice, etc. changes with time and environ-

ent. To resolve this issue, researchers have suggested using per-

eptual hashing (P-Hash) [47] . Hashing refers to computing a digest

alue from the input data. The digest value is a short binary string
trics based remote user authentication scheme for IoT services, 
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Table 1 

Notations. 

Notation Description 

Ui User 

Nj IoT node 

GW Gateway node 

Xg Secret parameter known only to the gateway node, GW 

Xgu Secret parameter shared with the user by the gateway node. Initiated during user’s registration phase 

Xgn Shared secret parameter known to IoT node exchanged during the deployment phase 

IDi Unique identity of the users 

PWi Strong user password 

Bi User personal biometric information e.g., fingerprint, etc. 

ri, rj secret random nonces used by the user and the IoT node, for calculating masked user password and masked node identity 

ei,fi Stores the password masked with identity andStores the biometric masked with the identity 

MPi User’s masked password 

MIi Masked identity of user 

MBi User’s masked Biometric 

SIDj Regular sensor node’s identity 

MNj Masked nonce of the sensor node 

RMPj Masked password of sensor node XOR-ed with the masked nonce 

TS1,TS2,TS3,TS4,T Timestamps used 

� T Permissible time interval for the allowed delay 

UNi User calculated parameter which is sent to gateway node via IoT node. Used to check the validity of the user. 

UZi User calculated parameter which is sent to IoT node. Used for masking the user’s session key portion. 

Aj Used to mask xj of node so that the gateway node is valid or not. 

Fij Computed by the GW and used by the sensor node to get the Ki from Zi. 

Hj Used by the IoT node to validate gateway node. 

Si Calculated by the gateway node GW to validate the sensor node and gateway node GW. 

Rij Calculated by the IoT node to mask the node’s session key. 

SK Shared session key generated using secret information from the user and IoT nodes. 

|| Concatenation operation 

� XOR operation 

H(.), h(.) One way irreversible Hash Operation, perceptual hashing operation 

Table 2 

Hash functions and its characteristics [51] . 

Algorithm Area (GE) Mean power ( μW) Technology ( μm) 

Spongent 738 1 .57 0 .13 

Photon-80 865 1 .59 0 .18 

Keccak 1300 – 0 .13 

D-quark 1702 3 .95 0 .18 
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eferred to as a hash value. Perceptual hashing technique generates

 hash value dependent on the multimedia content and it remains

pproximately the same if the content is not significantly modified.

he P-Hash value is compact representation of the original biomet-

ic. This hash algorithm offers the advantage that they can handle

he quality and format differences, i.e., the binary representation

oes not matter anymore; the same content always maps to the

ame hash value. The size of the hash value generated by percep-

ual hashing varies from 64 bits to 128 bits. The process is shown

n Fig. 3 . 

.2. User registration phase 

After deployment of the IoT network, two separate registration

hases are needed, separately for the registration between gateway
Fig. 3. Perceptual ha
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ode and sensor node. The second registration is needed between

he user and gateway node. 

.2.1. Registration between the user Ui and the gateway node GW 

During this phase, the user who wishes to access IoT service

hrough his/her smart device application will need to register it-

elf with the Gateway Node (GW). Once the user is registered with

he gateway node he can on demand access the IoT service pro-

ided by the corresponding sensor nodes. The user executes the

uthentication phase to generate a shared session key which is

sed for secure communication. In addition, on successful regis-

ration, the user can mutually authenticate with the IoT network

nd the nodes of the network. The phase is explained in Fig. 4 . 

The following steps are used by the user, Ui, to carry out the

egistration process with the gateway node, GW, and with IoT

odes: 

• Step 1: The user, Ui, generates his/her identity, IDi, password,

PWi, personal biometric, Bi, and also generates a random num-

ber, ri. 

• Step 2: The user, Ui, next computes the masked password using

MPi = H(ri || PWi). 

• Step 3: User, Ui, computes a masked identity MIi = H(ri || IDi). 

• Step 4: User, Ui, computes a masked biometric using

perceptually hashing MBi = h(ri||Bi). Then, the user sends
shing process. 

trics based remote user authentication scheme for IoT services, 
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Fig. 4. Registration phase of user with the gateway node. 
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< MIi,MPi,MBi > as a request message to the gateway node, GW,

via a secure channel. 

• Step 5: On receiving MIi, MPi and MBi from user, Ui, the gate-

way node, GW, calculates xi = H(MIi||Xg), yi = H(MPi||Xgu) and

zi = H(MBi||Xgu). 

• Step 6: The gateway node, GW, then computes ei = fi � xi and

fi= zi � xi. 

• Step 7: The gateway node, GW, sends to the user, Ui’s, the com-

puted parameters: < MIi,ei,fi,Xgu > . 

• Step 8: The User, Ui, receives the parameters and stores them

into smart device’s memory. 

.2.2. Registration between the IoT node Nj and the gateway node 

W 

The second registration phase performs the registration of the

oT nodes with the gateway node, GW. This process is also needed

or the adding nodes dynamically to the network because the IoT

etwork can grow dynamically with IoT devices being added at any

oint of time. The process is depicted in Fig. 5 . Following steps are

erformed during registration of IoT node, Nj, with the gateway

ode, GW. 

• Step 1: The IoT node, Nj, chooses a random number, rj. 

• Step 2: The IoT node has a shared secret of the gate-

way node, GW, Xgn and unique identity, NIDj. It calculates

MPj = H(Xgn||rj||NIDj) and MNj = rj � Xgn. 

• Step 3: Next, it calculates RMPj = MPj �MNj. 

• Step 4: The IoT node then sends < NIDj,RMPj, MNj,TS1 > to the

gateway node, GW, through open insecure wireless channel. 

• Step 5: Next, the gateway node checks for timestamps |TS1-T| <

� T, and calculates MPj = RMPj �MNj. If the time at which the

gateway node received the message is less than the time in-

terval for transmission delay � T, it means the message has not

been intercepted and the gateway node proceeds further. Other-

wise, the registration phase terminates indicating intrusion by

illegitimate entity. 

• Step 6: The gateway node uses the shared password-key, Xgn,

and the received parameter MNj to compute rj ∗= MNj �Xgn. 

• Step 7: Next, the gateway node using received NIDj, shared se-

cret, Xgn, computes MPj ∗ =H(Xgn|| rj ∗||NIDj). 
Please cite this article as: P.K. Dhillon, S. Kalra, A lightweight biome
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• Step 8 : Next, the gateway node checks if MPj = MPj ∗. If they are

equal, the IoT node, Nj, is legitimate. Otherwise, the gateway

node terminates any further operation and sends a denial mes-

sage to the IoT node, Nj. 

• Step 9: The gateway node, GW, computes xj = H(NIDj || Xg) and

yj = H(MPj || Xgn) and also calculates yj = H(MPj || Xgn) and

ej = yj �xj and sends < ej, xj,TS2 > via an insecure open wire-

less channel to the IoT node Nj. 

• Step 10: On receiving the < ej,xj,TS2 > from the gateway node,

GW, the IoT node, Nj, checks |TS2-T| < � T to check for any in-

terception or retransmission of any previously intercepted mes-

sage. If the difference in the received timestamp, TS2, and cur-

rent timestamp, T, is within the defined transmission delay, � T,

it indicates the received message has not been intercepted and

the node stores ej, xj and TS2 into smart device’s memory. 

.3. Login phase 

Once the registration of user, Ui, is accomplished, the user can

onnect to any desired node within the IoT network through au-

hentication phase. To begin with the authentication phase, user

eeds to first login into desired IoT service application such as

ealth monitoring, smart home monitoring, etc. on his/her smart

evice. The proposed scheme uses biometrics and password for

ser to register and authenticate. Fig. 6 shows login phase of the

roposed scheme. The user, Ui, needs to perform following steps

n order to send login request message to IoT node, Nj, for authen-

ication purpose: 

• Step 1: The user, Ui, opens up the IoT service application, enters

the identity IDi ∗, password PWi ∗ and his/her biometric Bi ∗. The

smart device then calculates perceptual hash of input biometric

MBi ∗ =h(Bi ∗||ri) and MPWi ∗ =H(PWi ∗||ri). 

• Step 2: The smart device then calculates yi ∗ =H(MPi ∗||Xgu) and

zi ∗ =H(MBi ∗||Xgu). 

• Step 3: Next, it calculates original values of yi and zi as

yi = xi �ei, zi = xi �fi. 

• Step 4: It then checks whether the original yi and zi values are

the same as calculated yi ∗ and zi ∗, i.e., if yi = yi ∗ and zi = zi ∗. If
trics based remote user authentication scheme for IoT services, 
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Fig. 5. Registration phase of IoT node with the gateway node. 

Fig. 6. Login phase of proposed authentication scheme. 
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both the conditions hold, the user passes the verification pro-

cess and proceeds further. Otherwise, the user provided either

invalid password or invalid biometric information or both and

login process is terminated. 

• Step 5 : If the verification is cleared, it computes

UNi = H(yi||zi||Xgu||TS1) and a random nonce n is gener-

ated. Next, UZi = n �xi is computed. The nonce, n, is used for

generating the shared session key with the chosen IoT node.

Finally, the user, Ui,chooses a IoT node, Nj, providing the

respective service and transmits the message via an unsecure

channel to the IoT node < MIi, ei, fi UZi, UNi,TS1 > . 
Please cite this article as: P.K. Dhillon, S. Kalra, A lightweight biome
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.4. Authentication phase 

In order to access any IoT service provided by any node, the

ser will send the authentication message request to desired node

ithin the IoT network and not the gateway node, GW. During this

hase, the user and the node in the IoT network generates a one-

ime use shared secret session key. Once negotiated, they can use

he session key to communicate securely in an encrypted manner.

he proposed protocol mutually authenticates remote user and the

oT node. Since the user can directly connect with any node in the

oT network, therefore, it needs to be validated by IoT node using
trics based remote user authentication scheme for IoT services, 
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eral attacks discussed in the threat model. 
ateway node, GW. The steps for the authentication phase are as

ollows: 

• Step 1: The user sends authentication message < MIi, ei, fi,UZi,

UNi, TS1 > to the IoT node, the node, Nj, then checks whether

the timestamp value, TS1, received, is greater than the current

time stamp, i.e., |T1-T| < � T, this check avoids replay attacks. If

the condition holds, the process begins, otherwise it is termi-

nated. 

• Step 2: Using the stored values ej and xj, the node calculates

yj = ej � xj. 

• Step 3: Next, the node computes Aj = H(Xgn||TS1||TS2) �yj,

Aj will be used for mutually authenticating the node, Nj

and Gateway node, GW. The node then sends the message

< MIi,ei,fi,UNi,NIDj,ej,Aj,TS2,TS1 > to the gateway node. 

• Step 4: Now, the gateway node, GW, will use the received mes-

sage parameters to authenticate the user and send the user, Ui’s

authenticity status to the node. The node passes the parameters

passed by the user, Ui, directly to the gateway node, GW. The

node also passes its identity, NIDj, along with the message. The

timestamp values TS1 and TS2 are used to prevent the message

replay attack by the attacker. 

• Step 5: The gateway node, GW, will next check for the re-

ceived timestamp, TS2, i.e., whether |TS2-T| < � T, where T is

the present timestamp. If the condition fails, the gateway node,

GW, will terminate the next action and will send a rejection

message to IoT node, Nj. If the condition holds, the gateway

node, GW, will calculate xj ∗= H(NIDj||Xg). 

• Step 6: The gateway node, GW, will next calculate yj ∗ =ej �xj ∗.

Also, the gateway node, GW, will calculate its own yj = Aj �

H(Xgn||TS1||TS2). Now, it will check for the equality of yj ∗ and

yj, i.e., yj = yj ∗, if they are equal, the gateway node will authen-

ticate the node, Nj, as a valid registered node from the IoT net-

work. If the condition fails, the gateway node, GW, will termi-

nate the process, because node, Nj, failed to prove its authentic-

ity. The gateway node, GW, will then send authentication failed

message to the node, Nj. 

• Step 7: On successful authentication of the node by the gateway

node, GW, it will next calculate xi ∗ as xi ∗ =H(MIi||Xgn). Then,

it calculates yi ∗ =ei �xi ∗ and zi ∗ =fi�xi ∗. Using xi ∗ and yi ∗ the

gateway node computes Qi = H(yi ∗||Xgu||TS1||zi ∗). Qi is used by

the gateway node to authenticate the user Ui. 

• Step 8: The gateway node, GW, checks whether the received

UNi is same as the calculated Qi, i.e., Qi = UNi, if the condition

holds, the gateway node, GW, will successfully authenticate the

user, Ui, and continues with the process. However, if the con-

dition fails, the gateway node, GW, will terminate the process

and sends an authentication failed message as the user is not

registered under it. In this case, the node Nj will further termi-

nate its process and sends a ‘failed authentication’ message to

the user, Ui. 

• Step 9: On successful verification in step 8, the gateway node,

GW, computes Pij = xi ∗�H(xj ∗||Xgn) to be used by the node,

Nj, to derive the value of the nonce, n , generated by the

user, Ui, during the login phase. Then, Hj, will be calculated

to be used by the node, Nj, to verify the authenticity of the

gateway node, GW, and resist any impersonation attacks Hj =
H(xj ∗||Xgn||TS1||TS2||TS3). Also, the gateway node, GW, com-

putes Vi = H(Qi||TS1||TS2||TS3) to be sent to the user, Ui, to

check the authenticity of the gateway node, GW, and the node

Nj. The gateway node GW then sends the authentication pa-

rameters to the node Nj < Pij,Hj,Vj,TS1,TS2,TS3 > . 

• Step 10: After receiving the message from the node Nj, the user,

Ui, firstly checks whether |TS4-T| < � T. If the condition fails, the

user terminates the authentication phase and sends a denial
Please cite this article as: P.K. Dhillon, S. Kalra, A lightweight biome
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message to the node Nj, thereby avoiding replaying of the mes-

sages. 

• Step 11: If the condition holds, the user, Ui, checks for the

equality of Vi = H(H((ei �xi)||TS1)||TS1||TS2||TS3). If the condi-

tion holds, then the user, Ui, confirms the authenticity of gate-

way node, GW, and the node, Nj. It will then generate the ses-

sion key. If the condition fails, the user, Ui, will terminate the

authentication phase and will send a denial message to the

node, Nj, as either the gateway node, GW, or the node, Nj, is

illegitimate. 

• Step 12: On receiving the message < Pij,Hj,Vi,TS1,TS2,TS3 > IoT

node Nj will check if Hj = H(xj||Xgn||TS1||TS2||TS3)? If the con-

dition holds, node Nj will compute xj ∗= Fij �H(xj||Xgn) and

n = UZi �xj ∗. 

• Step 13: IoT Node Nj will generate a nonce ‘m’ and computes

Rij = H(xj ∗||NIDj||TS1||TS2||TS3||TS4) �m and computes session

key SK = H(n �m). 

• Step 14: IoT node Nj will send the authentication message

< Rij,Nj,TS1,TS2,TS3,TS4,Vi > to the user. 

• Step 15: On successful verification in step 14, the user,

Ui, extracts the nonce value of the node, Nj as: n = Rij �

H(xi||NIDj||TS1||TS2||TS3||TS4). Finally, the user Ui can compute 

the final session key SK = H(m �n) and the authentication phase

terminates successfully. 

Fig. 7 shows the authentication phase of the proposed authen- 

ication scheme. 

.5. Password-change phase 

For security reasons the user must periodically update his/her

assword. The proposed biometric and password based scheme

llows the user to easily change his/her password. Fig. 8 shows

he password change process of the proposed scheme. The steps

eeded to change user’s password are: 

• Step 1: The user, Ui, opens up the IoT application on his smart

device and enters his/her old password PWi ∗ and biometric Bi ∗.

• Step 2: The user calculates masked password MPi ∗ =H(ri||PWi ∗)

and masked biometric using perceptual hash function 

MBi ∗ =h(ri||Bi ∗). Then, the user calculates yi ∗ =H(MPi ∗||Xgu)

and zi ∗ =H(MBi ∗||Xgu). 

• Step 3: The user retrieves the stored ei and fi values from the

smart device memory and calculates original yi = xi �ei and

zi = xi �fi. 

• Step 4: The user then checks for the equality of yi with yi ∗ and

zi with zi ∗, i.e., yi = yi ∗ and zi = zi ∗. If either of the condition

fails, the user failed to input correct information, i.e., password

and biometric information, and the process is terminated. 

• Step 5: If both conditions hold then the user is a legitimate one

and the smart device IoT application asks the user, Ui, to input

his/her new password. 

• Step 6: The user then inputs the new password NPWi and cal-

culates the new masked password NMPi = H(ri||NPWi). It also

calculates new version of nyi = H(NMPi||Xgu). 

• Step 7: The user then can calculate the new ei as nei = xi � nyi.

• Step 8: Finally, the user replaces the old ei stored in the smart

device memory with nei and the phase terminates successfully.

. Security analysis 

Security is essential for any authentication scheme. This section

resents the informal security analysis of the proposed scheme.

he proposed scheme establishes a secure key, provides mutual au-

hentication, ensures password protection and is resistant to sev-
trics based remote user authentication scheme for IoT services, 
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Fig. 7. Authentication phase between user, IoT node and gateway node. 

Fig. 8. Password change phase of proposed authentication scheme. 
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.1. Security analysis and system requirement analysis 

Nodes in IoT are resource-constrained pervasive devices. They

re small in terms of size and computational ability. For this rea-

on, it is essential to analyze the performance of the proposed

uthentication scheme to ensure that the operating cost is mini-

al. Such an analysis can be done based on various criteria includ-

ng computational cost, memory requirements and communication
verhead. l  
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.1.1. Key agreement 

A session key is agreed upon between the user, Ui, and node,

j, using a key agreement protocol. In the proposed scheme, both

he user, Ui, and node Nj independently and individually generate

 shared session key. Both user and node compute the same ses-

ion key SK = H(n �m). The session key is communicated securely

hrough open wireless channel; hence, it uses masked nonces. In

he proposed scheme, only the authentic user, Ui, and node, Nj,

an find out the nonces, proving the security of the key. 

.1.2. Security to stolen smart device attacks 

Assume that the smart device of user, Ui, is lost or stolen. Hav-

ng the smart device, the attacker can still retrieve all the sensitive

nformation stored in the stolen device’s memory using the power

nalysis attack . Thus, it is assumed that the attacker knows the in-

ormation < MIi,ei,fi,xi,Xgu > . In fact, the user, Ui’s, identity, IDi, is

ot stored directly in the memory; it is stored in masked form. Fur-

hermore, to guess the password, PWi, of exact, n, characters from

i, the attacker has to guess the identity, IDi, of exact m characters

nd the biometric key, Bi. In addition, the attacker has no way to

btain Bi from zi due to secure perceptual hashing of the original

iometric with the secret random ri, and also ri is not commu-

icated across the channel. Hence, the proposed scheme is secure

gainst smart device stolen attacks. 

.1.3. Security against replay attack 

Assume that the attacker intercepted the transmitted mes-

ages < MIi,ei,fi,UZi,UNi,TS1 > either during login phase or

 MIi,ei,fi,UNi,NIDj,ej,Aj,TS2,TS1 > during the authentication phase

f a previous session. The attacker starts a new session with the

ogin request message < MIi‘, ei‘,fi‘,UZi‘, UNi‘,TS1‘ > the process will
trics based remote user authentication scheme for IoT services, 
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Table 3 

Comparison of computational cost of proposed scheme with other schemes. 

Authentication scheme User Node Gateway node/server 

Proposed scheme 8T h 6T h 8T h 
An et al. [3] 4T h 5T h 6T h 
Chen et al. [12] 4T h 1T h 5T h 
Das et al. [13] 5T h +1T E/D 4T h + 1T E/D 2T h +1T D/E 

Turkanovic et al. [26] 7T h 5T h 7T h 
He et al. [31] 5T h 1T h 5T h 
Xue et al. [32] 7T h 6T h 13T h 
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erminate, because during every transmission the proposed proto-

ol verifies the timestamps. 

.1.4. Security against impersonation attacks 

In the proposed scheme, the attacker might try to imitate it-

elf to the gateway node. The proposed authentication scheme is

esistant to such attacks, because even if an illegal user eaves-

rops on a legal transmitted message and retransmits it to the

oT node, still he/she can not calculate the session key. More-

ver, the attacker needs to provide the biometric information

f the user which is impossible for the attacker to imperson-

te. Assume that the attacker intercepts the transmitted mes-

ages < MIi, ei, fi UZi, UNi,TS1 > during the login phase and

 MIi,ei,fi,UNi,NIDj,ej,Aj,TS2,TS1 > during the authentication phase.

o start a new session, the attacker will have to modify the lo-

in request message UNi to UNi‘ = H(xi‘||Xgu‘||TS1‘) and UZi to

Zi‘= n‘ �xi‘. The attacker’s attempt to login will fail at the gate-

ay node, GW, as UNi‘ will not match with Qi computed during

uthentication phase. 

.1.5. Security against man-in-the-middle attack 

Assume that the attacker intercepts the transmitted mes-

ages < MIi, ei, fi UZi, UNi,TS1 > during the login phase, and

 MIi,ei,fi,UNi,NIDj,ej,Aj,TS2,TS1 > during the authentication phase.

he attacker modifies the login request message to < MIi‘,ei‘, fi‘,

Zi‘, UNi‘,TS1‘ > . The attacker can only pass the authentication

f he/she successfully computes UNi‘ = H(xi‘||Xgu‘||TS1‘) using the

hared secret value Xgn and xi. The probability of successfully

uessing Xgn and xi is very low. As a consequence, the attacker

an not alter all the transmitted messages during the login and

uthentication phases and hence, the proposed scheme is secure

gainst man-in-the-middle attacks. 

.1.6. Security against offline guessing attacks 

An off-line dictionary attack occurs whereby a malicious user

an find out the passwords of other legitimate users using the in-

ercepted messages of previous communications. Assume that an

ttacker tries to extract secret information by interrupting all com-

unicated messages < MIi, ei, fi UZi, UNi,TS1 > during the login

hase and < MIi,ei,fi,UNi,NIDj,ej,Aj,TS2,TS1 > during the authenti-

ation phase. If the attacker can guess Xgu, MPi and MBi cor-

ectly, he/she can compute UNi and UZi. However, the probability

o guess both is very negligible. On the other hand, if it is assumed

hat the smart device of a user is lost or stolen, then also it is clear

hat this is a computationally infeasible problem for the attacker to

erive the password PWi and personal biometrics Bi of the user Ui.

hus, the proposed scheme is also secure against offline guessing

ttacks. 

.1.7. Security against denial-of-service attacks 

The proposed scheme, the user, Ui, is secure against denial of

ervice. This is possible because he user receives a confirm or re-

ect message from the node which allows the user to know that

he response message was authentic. Besides, the use of times-

amps in the scheme mitigates any momentous request. Conse-

uently, the proposed scheme is resistant against DoS attacks. 

.1.8. Security against parallel session attacks 

Suppose an attacker intercepts the login request message < MIi,

i, fi UZi, UNi,TS1 > during the login phase and wants to initiate

 parallel session. This attack is not possible, because in the pro-

osed scheme the user’s personal biometric information is used for

ogin and authentication. 
Please cite this article as: P.K. Dhillon, S. Kalra, A lightweight biome
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.1.9. Security against password change attack 

An attacker cannot impersonate the personal biometric of a le-

itimate user to change a user’s password. Moreover, even if the

ttacker gets access to the smart device, to change the password,

e/she requires old password. Even if the attacker is able to breach

nto the smart device and extract secret information stored in it, it

s still infeasible know the password PWi and biometric informa-

ion Bi from the known data. Therefore, the proposed scheme is

esilient to password-change attacks. 

.1.10. Security against gateway node bypassing attack 

This attack is not possible in the proposed protocol because to

ccess IoT service, the user firstly needs to connect with the node,

j, in IoT network to start the authentication phase and not the

ateway node. The node, Nj, connects with the gateway node, GW,

fter starting the authentication process by the user, Ui. The node,

j, passes the authentication process to the gateway node, GW, and

t verifies both the node, Nj, and the user, Ui. 

.1.11. User anonymity 

The user communicates with the node in IoT network in an

pen insecure wireless channel. The proposed scheme uses masked

dentity MIi as unique identification for the user, masked password

PWi and masked biometric MBi thus preventing any private in-

ormation disclosure in case an attacker tries to intercept the com-

unication. 

.1.12. Mutual authentication 

Mutual authentication occurs when all the parties involved in

ommunication mutually authenticates each other. In the proposed

cheme, all three parties viz. the gateway node GW, user Ui, and

he node nj mutually authenticates each other before beginning

he information exchange. 

.2. Computation and communication cost analysis 

In this section, the cost analysis of the proposed scheme with

ther related authentication schemes is done. The evaluations

rove the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. Table 3 summa-

izes the computational cost analysis of the proposed scheme with

he similar schemes proposed by other authors. Table 4 presents

he comparison of the proposed scheme on the basis of security

eatures and resistance to popular known attacks on the authenti-

ation protocols. 

The scheme proposed uses only xor operations and hash com-

utations which makes it a secure and lightweight, thereby pro-

iding better performance for resource constrained devices in

oT. Rifa-Pous and Herrera-Joancomartí [50] conducted a thorough 

nalysis on the computational costs of various symmetric, asym-

etric, hash chain functions, elliptic curves cryptography. In com-

arison with the energy costs of symmetric algorithms, the asym-

etric cryptography is more expensive. Also, hash functions give a

imilar throughput as symmetric algorithms and consume low pro-

essing power. One way hash function is less expensive as com-

ared to the ECC operations or encryption/decryption operations.
trics based remote user authentication scheme for IoT services, 
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Table 4 

Comparison of security features of proposed scheme with other schemes. 

Security feature Proposed scheme An et al. [3] Chen et al. [12] Das et al. [13] Turkanovic et al [26] He et al [31] Xue et al. [32] 

Mutual Authentication Yes No Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

Key agreement Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes 

Password change Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

User anonymity Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes 

Replay attack Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Impersonation attack Yes No No No Yes No Yes 

Gateway node bypassing attack Yes No No No Yes No Yes 

Denial-of-Service attack Yes Yes No Yes Yes No No 

Man-in-the-Middle attack Yes No No Yes Yes No No 

Password change attack Yes No No No Yes No No 

Parallel session attack Yes Yes No No Yes No No 

Smart card/ Smart device Stolen attack Yes Yes No No Yes No Yes 
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Fig. 9. Role specification in HLSPL for the user Ui of proposed scheme. 
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r  

b  
oreover, the size of the hash value generated by both hash op-

rations is 128 bits. The proposed protocol is also resistant to sev-

ral attacks such as stolen smart device attack, denial-of-service

ttack, man-in-the-middle attack, etc. The proposed scheme is thus

ightweight and provides higher security compared to the other

chemes. 

. Formal verification of proposed protocol using AVISPA 

AVISPA is a push-button tool developed for analyzing large-

cale Internet security protocols and applications. The protocols are

oded in a language called the HLPSL (High Level Protocol Specifi-

ation Language). 

HLPSL consists of basic roles that represents different partici-

ants and composition of roles for representing scenarios of basic

oles. Each role is independent from the other role, getting some

nitial information by parameters, communicating with the other

oles by channels [48] . First, the protocol written in HLPSL is first

ranslated into a lower level specification by a translator called

he hlpsl2if, which further generates a specification in an inter-

ediate format called the Intermediate Format (IF). The Output

ormat (OF) of AVISPA is produced using one of the four back-

nds, i.e., OFMC (On-the-fly Model-Checker), SATMC (SAT-based

odel-Checker), CL-AtSe (Constraint Logic based Attack Searcher)

nd TA4SP (Tree Automata based on Automatic Approximations for

he Analysis of Security Protocols) [49] . 

In the implementation, there three basic roles, namely, Alice,

ob and gateway, representing the user Ui, the IoT node Nj and

he gateway node GW respectively. Fig. 9 shows the specification

n HLPSL language for the role of the initiator, the user Ui. The

ser Ui first receives the start signal and changes its state from 0

o 1 and sends the registration request message < MIi,ei,fi,Xgu > se-

urely to the gateway node GW using the Snd <> operation. In Figs.

0 and 11 depicts the specification in HLPSL language for the role

f the IoT node Nj and gateway node GW. The roles for the session,

nd the goal and environment of the proposed scheme are speci-

ed in Figs. 12 and 13 . All the basic roles: alice, bob and gateway

re instanced with concrete arguments in the session segment. The

op-level role (environment) defined in the specification of HLPSL

anguage contains the global constants and a composition of one

r more sessions. 

The analysis of the OF is made as follows. 

• The first section is called SUMMARY which depicts whether the

protocol is safe, unsafe, or whether the analysis is inconclusive.

• The second section is called DETAILS which describes the con-

dition on which the protocol is declared safe, or what condi-

tions have been used for finding an attack, or finally why the

analysis was inconclusive. 
Please cite this article as: P.K. Dhillon, S. Kalra, A lightweight biome
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• The remaining sections are called PROTOCOL, GOAL and BACK-

END, are the name of the protocol, the goal of the analysis and

the name of the back-end used, respectively. 

• After some possible comments and the statistics, the trace of

the attack (if any) is finally printed in a standard Alice-Bob for-

mat. 

The three different phases of the protocol i.e. Registration, Lo-

in and Authentication have been coded using HLPSL language. The

oles of the user, IoT node and gateway node are specified by alice,

ob and gateway, respectively. Figs. 9 –11 show the code specifica-
trics based remote user authentication scheme for IoT services, 
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Fig. 10. Role specification in HLSPL for the node Nj of proposed scheme. 
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Fig. 11. Role specification in HLSPL for the gateway node GW of proposed scheme. 
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ion for the three entities- user, IoT node and gateway node. The

ntities use the SND() operation to send a message to other en-

ity and RCV() operation to receive a message sent by an entity. To

tart the protocol communication an entity must receive start sig-

al. On receiving the start signal the user changes its state from 0

o 1 and sends < MIi,MPi,MBi > using SND() operation as a request

essage to the gateway node, GW, via a secure channel. The gate-

ay node, GW, sends to the user, Ui’s, the computed parameters

 MIi,ei,fi,Xgu > using RCV() operation. The user Ui receives the ac-

nowledgement message < Rij,Nj,TS1,TS2,TS3,TS4 > from the node

j. The Dolev-yao threat model is used as the threat model in the

mplementation. In this model, the intruder is denoted by i and

e/she can analyze, intercept or modify the exchanged messages

n an insecure channel. The witness() command is used for per-

orming weak authentication and request() is used for performing

trong authentication. 

In the implementation of the IoT node role in Fig. 10 using

LPSL language on receiving start signal the node converts its
Please cite this article as: P.K. Dhillon, S. Kalra, A lightweight biome
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tate from 0 to 1. The node sends a registration request message

o the gateway node. It first generates a new random nonce rj

nd computes the various registration parameters. After comput-

ng the necessary parameters the node sends the registration re-

uest message < NIDj,RMPj, MNj,TS1 > to the gateway node, GW,

hrough open insecure wireless channel. The gateway node in re-

urn sends < ej,xj,TS2 > . For authentication the node receives the

essage < MIi, ei, fi,UZi, UNi, TS1 > from the user Ui which is

gain forwarded to the gateway node using the SND() operation.

he node then receives the message < Pij,Hj,Vj,TS1,TS2,TS3 > us-

ng RCV() function from the gateway node. On receiving this mes-

age the node does its computations and computes the authen-

ication parameters to be sent to the user. The node then trans-

its a message of the computed parameters to the user, i.e.,

 Rij,Nj,TS1,TS2,TS3,TS4,Vi > . 

The implementation of role for gateway node is shown in Fig.

1 using HLPSL language on receiving start signal the node con-

erts its state from 0 to 1. The gateway node receives the registra-
trics based remote user authentication scheme for IoT services, 
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Fig. 12. Role specification in HLSPL for the goal and environment of proposed 

scheme. 

Fig. 13. Role specification in HLSPL for the session of proposed scheme. 
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Fig. 14. Result of analysis using OFMC of proposed scheme. 
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ion request message < MIi,MPi,MBi > from the user. On receiving

hich it calculates its necessary parameters and sends the mes-

age < MIi,ei,fi,Xgu > back to the user. 

The gateway node further receives the registration request mes-

age of the IoT node < NIDj,RMPj, MNj,TS1 > through the RCV() op-

ration. After doing certain computations using XOR and HASH

perations, the gateway node sends the registration parameters

 ej,xj,TS2 > to the IoT node. Later, it receives the authentication

essage < MIi,ei,fi,UNi,NIDj,ej,Aj,TS2,TS1 > from the IoT node. The

ateway node again computes the various parameters required to

arry out the authentication between the user, IoT node and the

ateway node using the basic HASH and XOR operations. It then

ends the authentication message < Pij,Hj,Vj,TS1,TS2,TS3 > to the

oT node. 

Figs. 12 and 13 defines the role for the session, and goal and en-

ironment of the proposed scheme. The session section instances

hree basic roles alice, bob and gateway. The environment role con-

ists of all global constants and a composition of one or more ses-

ions, where the intruder may play some roles as legitimate users.

he intruder also participates in the execution of protocol as a con-

rete session. 

In Figs. 12 and 13 , the role specification for the environment

nd session has been shown. In the implementation, the following

ecrecy goals and two authentications are verified: 

• secrecy_of subs1 : It means that Xgu is kept secret to the gate-

way node GW and user Ui only. 
Please cite this article as: P.K. Dhillon, S. Kalra, A lightweight biome
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• secrecy_of subs2 : It means that PWi, Bi, ri are kept secret to the

user Ui only. 

• secrecy_of subs3 : It means that Xgn is kept secret to the gate-

way node GW and IoT node only. 

• secrecy_of subs4 : It means that NIDj, rj are kept secret to the IoT

node Nj only 

• authentication_on alice_gateway_ri : Ui (Ci) generates a random

nonce ri, where ri is only known to user Ui. When the gateway

node GW receives ri from the messages from Ui; gateway node

GW performs strong authentication for Ui. 

• authentication_on bob_gateway_rj : IoT node Nj generates a ran-

dom nonce rj, where rj is only known to Nj. If the gateway node

GW receives rj from the messages from Nj; gateway node per-

forms strong authentication for rj. 

.1. Result analysis 

Fig. 14 shows the results of simulation of the proposed proto-

ol using On-the-Fly Model-Checker (OFMC). OFMC is so called be-

ause it creates an infinite tree from the protocol analysis using

 demand-driven mechanism. OFMC employs the use of symbolic

echniques for denoting the state-space. Another advantage of us-

ng OFMC is that it allows executing a bounded number of sessions

f the protocol and also its speed of performing the execution test

s very fast. To check out for replay attacks, the back-end conducts

uns of the protocol to check whether the authorized agents can

xecute the proposed protocol by conducting a search for a pas-

ive intruder. After that the back-end gives the intruder the knowl-

dge of some normal sessions between the legitimate agents. For

he Dolev–Yao model check, the back-end checks whether there is

ny man-in-the-middle attack possible by the intruder. The “SUM-

ARY” section provides the analysis of the protocol simulation. It

ells whether the protocol is safe, unsafe or if the analysis is in-

onclusive. From the results section it is clear that the proposed

cheme is safe. The next section called “DETAILS” indicates the

ondition under which the protocol is marked SAFE, or why the

rotocol was found to be inconclusive or the conditions applied to

nd an attack. From the results, it can be found that the proposed

rotocol is and no attack has been found on it. 

. Conclusion 

As security breaches are rising, new authentication techniques

eed to incorporate users’ personal biometrics to increase the se-

urity of the system. With IoT several applications and services

ave been emerging in the areas such as, surveillance, health-
trics based remote user authentication scheme for IoT services, 
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are, security, etc. Also, the costs of the embedded sensors or

mart devices will come down to a point that connectivity will

ecome a standard feature. This makes security and privacy crit-

cal to IoT. Since IoT is based on the idea of connected things,

he security challenges are huge; therefore, it becomes crucial

hat the protocols for IoT include necessary amount of security,

ven if it stretches the capabilities of the devices. In this paper,

 lightweight multi-factor remote user authentication protocol has

een proposed. The protocol employs gateway node based archi-

ecture for IoT environment which requires the user to first register

tself through gateway node. Once registered, the user can directly

onnect to the desired sensor node using his smart device to ac-

ess any service. The proposed protocol is lightweight, because it

ses only one-way hash, perceptual hash functions and XOR oper-

tions which are computationally less expensive, thereby, making

he protocol highly suitable for the resource constrained devices

n IoT. The security analysis proves that it is robust against mul-

iple security attacks. The formal verification is performed using

VISPA tool, which confirms its security in the presence of a pos-

ible intruder. In future, we can setup a testbed to find out the

emory requirements of the proposed protocol and prove that the

roposed protocol is lightweight for real IoT devices. 
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